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Petition of legal improvement of permanent make up 

 

Point of petition 

  Permanent makeup (PMU) is a special makeup technology that uses needles and pigments to color 

in shallow parts of the skin. 

The Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare of Japan interprets that conducting "to put color in the 

surface of the skin while dip the tip of needles to pigments" as medical practice and if person who do not 

have a doctor's license perform PMU procedure, it is violating Medical Practitioners Law Article 17 "Do 

not do medical work unless you are a doctor." 

However, in overseas developed countries Permanent Cosmetics is not medical. By establishing 

specialized system for permanent make up, everybody wish to perform this with new qualification  

ensure hygienic safety. 

 

The difference between permanent make up and tattoo is high in the domestic demand that is 

regardless of gender. Permanent make up is not only general cosmetic needs, but also elimination of less 

confidence of appearance, and it give a living power to many people who were emotionally damaged due 

to the aftereffects of accidents and diseases. There were over 10,000 PMU artists currently lost their job. 

Therefore, many that need permanent cosmetics are having trouble losing their salon. 

 

The Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare let police expose experts who have developed this industry 

for many years and took away their work by a single piece of circular notification. There are no 

examples of occupations in which such things are allowed. It is an act of depriving the freedom Job 

Selection obviously. 

It also clearly deprived the right and to seek happiness from the consumers who visit salon and PMU 

artists desperately. To promote permanent cosmetics culture and industry with enhancing quality and 

safety, instead of using an ineffective regulation, establishing a legal system dedicated to PMU to meet 

artists, business operators and consumers requirements is best for technicians and customers. And this 

new regal occupation help the women succeed and increase the national tax revenue. We think this is 

the most realistic way and request legal improvement. 



Objects of Petition 

 

1. We will make technical level standards for permanent make up and certify as union certification.  

Therefore, please allow those who provide permanent make up that meets technical, safe and sanitation 

standards to perform as a business in Japan. 

 

2. Please admit importing and selling permanent make up materials (needles, pigments, permanent 

makeup equipment etc.) to those who  meet the technical and hygienically safe level of certification 

of permanent make up union. 
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